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Abstract: Sixteen chapters are presented which emphasize sports and sport-related behaviours as they occur in social and cultural contexts. The sixth edition of the book had most sections rewritten, adding updated material to all chapters, and reorganizing chapters in response to new research findings and new theoretical developments in the field. Over 500 new references are cited in this edition. A new chapter has been introduced on socialization issues in sport. The chapters cover: conceptualization of the sociology of sports; how social theories can be used to inform researchers about the role of sport in society; ways in which sports have changed throughout history;
socialization; organized sports programmes for children; whether deviance is getting out of control; whether sports act as a control or tend to encourage deviant behaviour in society; whether equity is the only issue in women's access to sport and whether skin colour and cultural heritage are important in sport participation; whether social and economic inequality matters in sports; defining the characteristics of sports; the symbiotic relationship between sports and the media; sports, politics, state; the educational value of sports in high school and college; the relationship between sports and religion; and sports in the future. The focus of the book is on the role of sport in society.
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